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Nissan Xterra Deluxe Winch Bar

Now Taking Orders, 2005-08 Nissan Xterra Deluxe Winch Bar
Seattle, July 16/ ARB 4x4 Accessories/ -- Nissan Xterra owners, your time has finally come. ARB 4x4
Accessories, manufacturer of purpose engineered 4x4 parts, distributed worldwide, is proud to announce
the release of the 2005-08 Nissan Xterra ARB Deluxe winch bar.
Manufactured from high quality steel then finished in a durable satin black powder coat finish, the ARB
Deluxe winch bar to suit the 2005-08 Nissan Xterra is built to withstand the rigors of off-road driving.
Offering significantly better protection than the OEM bumper, the ARB Deluxe winch bar also features
Hi-Lift jacking points integrated into the pan, and fully engineered mounting system suitable for Warn
8000/9000/9500 low mount winch models. Featuring mounts for driving lights and pendant style fog lights,
the bar also includes antenna mounts, and can be finished off with integrated ARB fog lights in the wings
for a truly integrated finish.
Features include:
- Provisions for IPF driving lights, CB aerials and a range of Warn Winches
- Split pan design for optimum strength and airflow
- Recessed indicators and parking lights
- Superbly engineered, air bag compatible mounting system secures to chassis using high tensile bolts
- Optional 6821201 ARB fog light kit
- Hi-Lift Jack Points in pan
- OEM Recovery points retained

Part No.
3438270
68212011

Description
2005-08 Nissan Xterra Deluxe Winch Bar (USA Models)
Optional ARB fog light kit

Retail
$945.56
$84.83

If the vehicle was not equipped with factory fog lamps, MD02 (Harness) 180209S (Switch) & 180215 (Switch Cover)
required to complete installation.
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About ARB
ARB Corporation Limited is Australia’s largest and industry leading manufacturer and distributor of quality,
4WD vehicle accessories, with distribution in more than 100 countries worldwide.
The company manufactures and stocks the world’s most respected, sought after brands including ARB Air
Locker locking differentials and bumpers; Old Man Emu (OME) customized suspension systems, IPF high
performance lighting, and Safari snorkel systems. ARB’s Seattle office is the North, South & Central
American headquarters and importer of ARB 4x4 Accessories.
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